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A LAWYER IN ISLAMISTAN

MR. EBLIS, a first year defence attorney in the 
country of Islamistan, sat in his office in the 
old part of Muhammadiya District and won-

dered if his solo practice was doomed to fail. Most peo-
ple avoided criminal law like it was heresy. The trials 
were complicated and messy, and took an eternity.

He had wanted a high status job. Government. 
Academia. Morality. Anything that kept him out of 
court. He had hoped that, upon the completion of his 
twelve-year program, he would be installed as a lecturer 
at Jurist’s Inn or invited to become an analyst at the 
Guardian Council. However, he had not done well in 
school, getting through year after year with barely pass-
ing marks. His situation was so embarrassing that he 
was not even willing to apply anywhere, lest the inter-
viewer see his grades and laugh at him. “It is not that 
I am stupid,” he liked to explain. “I just don’t like the 
law.” In the end, though, criminal law was the only way 
for him to make a living so, financed by a loan from his 
father, he set up his practice atop a seedy hookah bar.
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“Guess you’ll be a busy man now,” his father said. “I 
might never see you again.”

“Let’s not get ahead of ourselves,” he had lamented. “I 
don’t even have any clients.”

“In your line of work it just takes one!”

`

Mr. Eblis spent the first few days after his opening sit-
ting in his leather chair and visualizing that he was 
respected and affluent. He put a mirror in a chair across 
from him and tried to develop certain gestures with his 
hands and mouth that would be deemed impressive by 
prospective clients. He arranged his legal pads, fidgeted 
with his antique-style phone, filled up the fountain pens 
with ink and repeatedly smoothed the long brown robes 
he had purchased on his vacation in Shiraz.

After one week of such mirror-only conversations, 
Mr. Eblis’ excitement diminished considerably. A dark 
streak of doubt coloured his face and he spent most of 
his time with his calculator, typing and retyping the 
number 198,000. That was how many dinar his student 
loan amounted to.

By the end of the second week he still had no clients. 
He became paranoid and thought that perhaps some-
one had leaked his grades to the Department of News 
Collection, and now everyone was laughing at him, 
warning one another not to seek his services. Later he 
became convinced that something must be wrong with 



the calligraphic sign he had hung outside. So he went 
down the creaking steps to examine it. It was in fine 
shape, visible to the cars on the roundabout as well as 
to the pedestrians leaving Dahr Mall. What else could 
he do to get a client?

As he was using a handkerchief to rub a smudge from 
his name, Mr. Eblis was approached by a dark-skinned 
man with striking eyes, dressed in the official golden 
uniform of the Caliph’s Righteous Brigade. The three 
scimitars on the man’s lapel indicated that he was a 
fairly high-ranking figure within Intelligence.

“As-Salam-Alaykum,” said the officer in a pleasant 
baritone. “My name is Abdur Rahman, son of Ijaz ur 
Rahman. I am a captain in the Righteous Brigade. I am 
looking for Ali Eblis.”

Mr. Eblis looked at the officer and nodded. Forgetting 
the mandatory reply to the greeting, he grasped the 
officer’s wrist and yanked him upstairs. As the client 
sat down, Mr. Eblis exultantly ran down a long list of 
instructors and scholars with whom he had studied. He 
left out his grades. “Now tell me, Captain. How can I 
help you?”

The captain didn’t answer that question. “Before we 
can go further I must get some guarantees of confiden-
tiality. Mine is a secret matter.”

“How can I keep a secret about something I know 
nothing of?”

“Wouldn’t you admit that is the most potent form of 
confidentiality?”
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Mr. Eblis took the sheet the captain gave and placed 
his signature on it.

Next, the captain pulled out an official piece of paper.
“This is an invoice form issued by the Ministry of 

Commerce and Common Good. Upon it, you will spec-
ify your retainer and list your business ID number in 
order to receive an immediate deposit.”

“I reiterate,” said Mr. Eblis categorically. “I can’t demand 
a retainer for a case about which I know no facts.”

“Make a reasonable estimate,” said the captain. “Then 
multiply it by seven.”

“Why seven?”
“It is a number mentioned frequently in the Quran.”
“The Ministry is paying for this? Well then it is a 

government matter, no? I regret to inform you that I 
do not do government work. This is a criminal defence 
practice.”

The captain glared at Mr. Eblis.
“Private . . . government . . . it’s all the same, isn’t it? 

I mean, isn’t it the case that in Islam there is no dis-
tinction between public and private? Between sacred 
and secular? Don’t we shun Christian dichotomies and 
embrace Tawhid, that pure Unitarianism? Now stop 
making such arbitrary lines.”

Mr. Eblis, confused by the philosophical concepts—
he was a simple man—thought the captain was a bit too 
esoteric to be in the military.

“What happened to the entire Ministry of Justice?” 
he asked. “Or the Guardian Council?”



“This is a hybrid case, Mr. Eblis,” the captain replied 
patiently. “A personal matter for someone in the govern-
ment. Does that make it clearer?” With that, the captain 
produced a folder bearing the insignia of the Caliph—a 
black-skinned woman in a golden veil—and placed it 
on the table.

Mr. Eblis stammered: “In the name of the Almighty! 
The Amir ul Momineen?”

“Indeed,” replied the captain. “The Shadow of God 
on Earth. Except, very shortly, you will be unable to 
mention his identity in any capacity whatsoever.” 
The captain produced a document that was 350 pages 
long. “Once you sign this non-disclosure agreement 
you will not even be able to mention the Caliph in 
your dreams.”

Mr. Eblis sighed and reached for a pen. It didn’t really 
matter what the case was about, frankly, because almost 
all cases in his field took forever, and at least he was 
lucky in landing a client that would be able to pay for 
the entire duration.

When the captain was satisfied, he took Mr. Eblis for 
a ride.
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He walked behind the captain through the cavern-
ous hallways of the Dhulfaqar, an enormous scimitar-
shaped salute to Islamistan’s hoped-for military power. 
It housed the Department of Jihad (both offensive and 


